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Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
The  paper presents a detailed study of a computer  processing queueing system 
which has a binomial input,  mult iple exponential servers and f irst-come 
first-served queue discipline. In  the paper, a new formula is derived for the 
determination of the waiting t ime distr ibution in the system. Numer ica l  
computat ion is il lustrated by an example, where the system state probabilities 
and the wait ing t ime distribution are obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years the development of the time-sharing concept in computer 
technology has given rise to many new problems in science and engineering. 
Some practical examples are the No. 1 ESS electronic switching system 
developed at Bell Telephone Laboratories, U.S.A. (1964), computer 
processing air-line reservation systems (Notto, 1965), banking systems and 
military and nonmilitary information systems (Burgess, 1965). A characteristic 
feature common in all these information processing systems is that a digital 
computer isemployed as an information processing unit. Since the congestion 
phenomenon in computer processing information systems cannot be 
investigated by the conventional methods of queueing theory, it is necessary 
to seek new models and techniques for the study of computer processing 
queueing systems. Previous tudies (Chart, 1970a, 1970b) have been concerned 
with the formulation, detrmination of the distribution of the stationary state 
probability of the system and establishment of necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of stationary state probability distribution. 
However, the problem of investigating the waiting time distribution in 
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computer processing systems has not yet been fully examined. Lately an 
attempt has been made to solve this problem by Delbrouck (1969), but the 
results are not conclusive. 
The purpose of this paper is to present amethod for the investigation of the 
waiting time in a computer processing queueing system which has a finite 
input source of M units, first-come first-served queue discipline and N 
exponential servers. A formula for determining the waiting time distribution 
is derived in terms of the system state probability. Application of the formula 
and procedure for obtaining numerical solutions are illustrated by an example. 
2. THE STATIONARY STATE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION 
OF THE QUEUEING SYSTEM 
Since a detailed description of the model of the computer processing 
queueing system under consideration can be found in a previous paper 
(Chan, 1970b), only a summary of some important results is given here. Let 
X(x) denote the number of demands originating from a source of M units 
during the period (0, x]. Then X(x) is a random process characterizing the 
input process of the system. Suppose that the probability of the event 
X(x) -= le is given by the relation 
t O!k if k < O, P{X(x) -= k} = d~(x) -= p~qU-'~, if 0 ~< k ~< M, (1) if k > M, 
where p = 1 -- q = 1 -- e -a*, is the probability that in a time interval x a 
unit of the source may originate ademand and )~ is a constant. 
The holding times of the servers are assumed to be independent random 
variables, each with the same exponential distribution 
l l - -e  -~,  if x>~O, 
H(x) = O, if x~O,  (2) 
where l//z is the mean holding time of the servers. It follows that the residual 
holding time distribution O(x) = H(x). 
Note that demands originating from the source first form a queue and then 
are processed by the computer which operates on a time-sharing basis. Time 
is divided into intervals of length r and the servers are allowed to start 
rendering service only at the instants t~. The time interval r = (t~, t~+l] 
643]23/2-4 
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is called access cycle and the instant t~ is called the kth access point. The 
system is said to be in state k at an access point if there are k demands in the 
system (waiting and being served) at that moment. It is important to point out 
that the fundamental difference between the computer processing and the 
conventional queueing systems lies in their way of rendering service. 
Assume that the system is in statistical equilibrium and let p~(,) be the 
stationary state probability that at a certain access point the system is in state k. 
It has been shown (Chan, 1970b) that under the following condition (a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of statistical equilibrium 
for the system) 
NH(~-) -- Mp > O, (3) 
there exists a unique stationary distribution {pe(r)} whose generating function 
is given by 
where 
and 
e(z,  ~-) = ~ p~(~)~* 
k=O 
[¢(z, r)] M E~olpk(T){zn[~b(z, ,)]k __ Z~[¢(z, )]n} 
~'  - [¢(~, ~-)]~[,b(~, ~-)]" 
¢(z, 7) = pz + q 
¢(z, ,)  = 0(T) + {1 - 0(T)}z. 
, (4)  
The results in Eqs. (3) and (4) can be obtained irectly from a previous 
paper (Chan, 1970b) by deleting the feedback in the system; i.e., a = 0. 
In order to determine the distribution of the state probability {pk(r)} by 
means of Eq. (4), a numerical computational method is required. Observe 
that the generating function ~(z, r) in Eq. (4) is an analytic function of z. 
The procedure is first to solve the characteristic equation for z 
~,, _ [¢(~, ~)]~[¢(~, ~)]N = o. (5) 
As pointed out by Powell and Avi-Itzhak (1967), the type of equations uch 
as Eq. (5) has exactly N distinct roots on and within the unit circle. The 
substitution of these N distinct roots in the numerator of Eq. (4) then yields 
simultaneous linear algebraic equations in the N unknown state probabilities, 
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pk(~-), k = 0, 1,..., N - -  1. The distribution of the state probabil ity {p~(r)} 
can then be calculated from the recurrent formula (Chan, 1970b). 
i N N--1 J / I  (,r) k+i-- j  pk(~') = Z PJ(~) Z P,~(*)~,.~-~ + pX'.) ~ P,N('O A (~) 
j=0 i=0 j=N i=0 
or 
PN+~6-) 
i -1  ~" J ,-, , ,,,(~) ~N+Z~-I ~ %, ~n p,N(,)A)+)i_j = pe( r ) -  ~=o PJ( ) ~i=o 1-iJ(7"1211~+i-i - -  ~..M=N t)J( ] ~..~i=]--e 
where 
Ao(.)O N 
k = 0, 1,..., (6) 
P,~(.~) = ( ~ ) oio - o)J-,, 0 ~ i ~ j ,  j ~ 0, 1,..., N. (7) 
In the sequel it will be assumed that the state probability distribution {pk(r)} 
of the system is known. 
3. THE WAITING TIME DISTRIBUTION 
Since the access points play an important role in the computer processing 
queueing system, it is useful to show the time and access points by a diagram 
in Fig. 1. 
L I t A t O 1| 
FIG. I. Time and access points in the system. 
TIME 
Suppose that a test demand arrives in the system at the instant n , T time 
units from t o . Observe that the waiting time of the test demand which enters 
the system at t a depends on the state of the system at the access point t_ 1 , 
the number of demands entering the system in the interval ( t  1 , tA], and the 
number of free servers available at the successive access points t o , t I , . . . .  
The demands arriving in the system after tn do not effect the waiting time 
of the test demand because of the first-come first-served queue discipline. 
In order to take all these factors into account, let us introduce the probabil ity 
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q~(-r) that there are exactly n demands (waiting and being served) in front of 
the test demand at the access point t o and the conditional probability 
Wn(7 > kr + T) that the test demand waits longer than a length of time 
kr + I", given that at the afore-mentioned access point there are exactly 
n demands in front of the test one, where ~ is a random variable denoting the 
time of waiting of the test demand. Obviously, for nonzero W~(7 > hr + T), 
there must be n >/N demands in front of the test one at all the access points 
to, tl ,..., tk, for the number of demands in front of the test one is a monotone 
nonincreasing sequence. Furthermore, let W(7 > kr + T) be the probability 
that the test demand waits longer than k~- b T. Then, by the formula of 
total probability, 
W(7 > k-c + T) = ~ qn('r) W,~(~, > k~" + T), 
n=0 
or since W~(y > kr + T) = 0 for n < N, 
w(r > k~ + T) = ~ q,(,) W,(r > k~ + T). (8) 
n=N 
Let the system be in statej at the access point t_ 1 . Then, 
N--I 3" 
A(T-r) q,(r) = ~ p~(T) Z Pi~(*) ,~-j+i 
j=o i=o 
N A (~-.r) + pj(-r) Z P,N(~-) n-,+i, n = O, 1,..., (9) 
j=N i=0 
where Pit(T), defined in Eq. (7), is the conditional probability that exactly i 
servers become free in the interval (t_l, to] = % given that at t 1 , there arej 
busy servers and pj(r) is the stationary state probability of the system at t_ 1 
(its value is assumed to be known). 
By introducing the generating function 
T(z, ~) = ~ z"q,(r), (10) 
n=0 
then multiplying Eq. (9) by z n and summing for n from 0 to oo yields 
N--1 
T(.,.) = + q)M -N Icy'e(., .) + Zo 01) 
which is the generating function of the sequence {qn(~-)}. 
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For numerical computation of{q~(~)}, it is preferable to use Eq. (9) directly, 
because using Eq. (11) to compute {%(~')}, requires the expansion of the 
right side of Eq. (11) as a power series in z, which can be extremely com- 
plicated. However, Eq. (11) is useful for computing the mean number of 
demands in front of the test one at t o . It remains to determine the conditional 
waiting time probability W~(~, > k~- + T). 
Let us introduce the generating function 
Then, 
s ince  
a(z, k) = y, ~w~(7 > k, + T). 
•=0 
G(., k) = ~ ~w~(7 > k. + T), (12) 
n=N 
W,(r>k~-+T)=O for n<AT.  
Consider the simple case k = 0. It follows from Eq. (12) that 
a(z, o) = ~ z"w,,b, > r). 
n=N 
but, by definition, W~(7 > T) = 1 for n >~ AT, hence 
G(z, O) = zN/(1 - -  Z). (13) 
Clearly, in Eq. (13), z must be inside the unit circle; i.e., [ z I < I. 
Now it is possible to calculate the conditional waiting time probability 
W~( 7 > kz + T) by means of the generating function G(z, k). The deter- 
mination of G(z, k) is as follows. Let the number of demands in front of the 
test one at the access point t o be j and at the access point t 1 be reduced to i. 
This change of number of demands in front of the test one is obviously due 
to the completion of service of some demands. Let the probability of this event 
be Bit(T ) . Then, 
l!! J i) OJ-~(1-- O)i' if i <~ j <~ N, (i- 
Bi~('c) N i) 0J-i(1 0)N-~+i' if 0 ~ j - -  i ~ N ~<j, (14) 
otherwise, 
and the following important recurrent relation for the conditional waiting 
time probabilities at the access points t o and q holds. 
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~o 
~(r  > k7 + T) = 22 B,j(-~) Wdr  > (k - 1) 7 + T). (15) 
i=N 
Note that in Eq. (15), Wi(7' > (k -- 1)r + T) is the conditional waiting time 
probability that at t 1 the test demand still waits longer than (k -- 1)r + T 
given that in the interval (t o , q] there are j -- i /> 0 demands completing 
their service. 
Substituting Eq. (15) in Eq. (12), yields, after simplification, 
G(z, k) -= (1 -- 0 + Oz)NG(z, k - -  1) 
= (1 - o + Oz)~G(~,  0). 
It follows that 
G(z, k) = (1 -- 0 -1- Oz)kUZN/(1 -- Z). (16) 
Expanding the right side of Eq. (16) in a power series of z, the coefficient 
of the term z N+i is equal to 
l~  (hA)0i (1_ 0)ku_j ' i=  0,1 ..... kN- -1 ,  
wu+i(r > k7 + T) = ~=o J (17) 
1, if i> /kN.  
Using the results of Eq. (17), Eq. (7) can be written in the form 
W 0, > kr + T) -~ (~+~)N-Iz q.(7)n-NZ (kN)j X(1- 0)~N-~ 
n=N 5=0 
(/e+l) N--1 
÷1- -  • q,(7), k=1,2  ..... (18) 
Since the quantities qn(T) and 0 are known, Eq. (18) completely determines 
the waiting time distribution in the system. 
4. THE LIMITING MEAN QUEUE LENGTH AND THE 
POLLACZEK--KHINTCHINE FORMULA 
The Pollaczek-Khintehine formula is a general formula for determining 
the mean queue length of the queueing system with Poisson input and general 
holding time distribution. It has the following form (Saaty, 1961): 
p~ + A s var(X) (19) 
mean queue length = p + 2(1 -- p) ' 
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where p is the traffic intensity and var(X) is the variance of the holding time. 
For negative exponential holding time distribution (see Eq. (2)), p = A//~ 
and var(X) = 1//, 2, then Eq. (19) reduces to the simple form 
a 
mean queue length = (20) 
/ z - -a"  
Let us consider the generating function (Chan, 1969) for the probability of 
queue length 
N 
k=O k=l  
+ E;=op, O)[z - ~;1 ¢(z ,  ~) ~ N 
Z N 
For the single server case where N = I, 
J 
¢(z, ~) + ZLop,(r)[z - ~ ] Q(~, ~) = 
Z 
and the mean queue length is equal to 
(21) 
lim 8Q(z, r) __ Mp[2 -- (M  + 1)p] 
z~l 8z  2(0  - -  Mp) 
Now, let r -+ 0 and M = 1, then Eq. (22) becomes 
lira eQ(z , -~)  _ a 
z-,1 az  /~ - -  a ' 
"r~0 
which yields the same result as Eq. (20). 
(22) 
5. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Consider a computer processing queueing system with the following data: 
M = 10, N = 5, A = 0.06/sec,/~ = 2.1fsec, T = r/2 sec and r = 10.5 sec. 
The computation procedure for determining the waiting time distribution is 
as follows: 
1. Determine the N characteristic roots from Eq. (5). 
2. Substitute the N roots in Eq. (4) to obtain N simultaneous linear 
algebraic equations and then solve this set of N linear equations to determine 
the first N state probabilities, P0, Pl ,..., PN-1 • 
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3. Employ  the recurrent  formula,  Eq.  (6), to calculate all the  remain ing  
state probabi l i t ies p~,  k /> N.  
4. The  computat ion  of state probabi l i t ies terminates  when 
K 
1-  Zp~ ~<,, 
k=0 
where ~ is a prescribed small positive number. 
5. Calculate q,~(r) by use of Eq. (8). 
6. Calculate W(~, > k, + T) by means of Eq. (18). 
The numerical results are shown in the following tables. 
TABLE I 
Characteristic Roots z~ 
z l= l .0  + j0  
z~ = -0.182094+]'0.087207 
z3 = -0.182094--] '0.087207 
z4= -0 .048047+j0.272218 
zs= -0 .048047- j0 .272218 
TABLE II 
State Probabilities p~ 
Po =0.0006163 Pn =0.0425248 
Pl =0.0056645 Pl~ =0.0327557 
P2 =0.0238261 P ly= 0.0252271 
p~=0.0609593 p i~=0.0194299 
p~ =0.1067820 P ly= 0.0149649 
Pr= 0.1377466 P16 = 0.0115262 
pr= 0.1395034 P17 =0.0088774 
P7 =0.1193284 Pl* =0.0068337 
ps= 0.0935662 p19=0.0052976 
pg = 0.0717615 p2o=0.0044860 
Pl0 = 0.0551865 P~I =0.0040571 
This applies where 1 -- 5~=op~t < e = 0.009, and the mean number of demands 
in the system is oo k Y~=o~* 7.63. 
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TABLE II I  
Probabilities qn 
qo= 0.0143809 qxt = 0.0245333 
ql =0.0592248 q l~= 0.0170668 
q2 = 0.1159657 q13=0.0100978 
q3 =0.1474183 q14 = 0.0047688 
= 0.1426379 q15 = 0.0017236 
qs= 0.1184453 qt6= 0.0004614 
q6 = 0.0924178 q17 = 0.0000881 
q7 = 0.0711435 q18 = 0.0000113 
qs =0.0547724 ~9 = 0.879 x 10 -8 
q~=0.0421891 q2o=0.3105 x 10 -7 
qxo=0.0324948 
TABLE IV 
Waiting Time Probabilities lC(~, > kz + T) 
k W(~, > k, + 7') 
0 1 
1 0.2955615 
2 0.1676499 
3 0.0980864 
4 0.0659365 
5 0.0543407 
6 0.0510726 
7 0.0503272 
8 0.0501843 
9 0.0501606 
10 0.0501571 
11 0.0501566 
I t  should  be po in ted  out  that  in Tab le  IV, the  wait ing t ime probabi l i t ies 
for k > 11 decrease very slowly. Fur thermore ,  it was found that  in the 
foregoing numer ica l  computat ions  h igh  accuracy must  be retained, otherwise 
large error  in the normal iz ing  condi t ion for the  state probabi l i t ies can be 
encountered.  
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The results for pe,  q~ and W(y > kr -t- T) are plotted in Figs. 2-4, 
respectively. 
Pk 
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FIo. 2. State probability. 
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Fro. 3. Probabilities q~. 
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FIG. 4. Waiting time distribution. 
~k 
6. CONCLUSION 
A method has been developed for the determination of the conditional 
waiting time distribution. By the introduction of the probability % at the 
access points after the arrival of a test demand and the conditional probability 
W,(y > k ,  + T), a formula for the determination of the waiting time 
distribution in a computer processing queueing system is derived. 
The complexity of the numerical computation of the state probabilities p~ 
depends to a great extent on the number of servers in the system. If the 
number of servers is large, the determination f the roots of the characteristic 
equation, which lie on or within the unit circle, can be extremely difficult. 
It is worthwhile noting that in the calculation of the system state probabilities, 
high accuracy is required so that the normalizing condition can be satisfied 
with little error. 
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